A1. Introduction
A theor y is described in which the moon is regarded as a "quasi-smooth" Pg jEa ETUR1'1 TO radar frequencies. A scattered pulse is then composed of a tiumber o T fl I 'ach of which is provided b y a single scattering area. In this manner it i s o Mt U UI I for all the major features of the poise, and the evidence in favor of the t h From a stud y of the measured power received at different frectuencies, it atth . ii C ENTER scattering area nearest to the earth is the source of a specular return, and ei ppssbJe to obtain information about the material of which the area is composed. T itjc j AJTICS AND constants are derived and their significance discussed.
Lit tie more thaii a deca(le has now elapsed since radar contact with the moon was first established. The first reported contact was b y the U.S. Signal Corps in 1946, an(i t his was followed closel y b y accounts of similar success in Russia. Since then a cOlisideral)le amount of effort has beemi expended in at t emnpting to determine the scat t ering properties of the moon at radar frequencies.
The earlier experiments were limit e(l b y t lie eq uipment which was available at the time and, in cotiseq u enec, many of thee conclusions reached were largely q ualitative. In recent years, however, thee use of high-power transmitters in coinbiiiation with antetinas designe(l specificall y for lunar work has proviAled results the accurac y of which is unquesl ioiiable, and these have shown that the scat teeing P1'opel't ies of t lie moon cannot be explained in terms of a ''rough'' scattering t hieorv. The increased transmit ted power and the improved receiver sensitivity have also l)eIIiiit tech the use of sheoi'ter pulse lengt Its, and wit he pulses of onl y a few microseconds iii leiigt It it has become J)ractica ble to distinguish between the ret urns front different parts of t lie lunar surface. This in turn luis lead to an accurate (letel'Ifliliation of the radar (list alice to the IflOOti, and the suggest ion has beete made that the distance should be used to obt a itt a more precise value for t lie' cart it's equatorial • radius.
• In many of these experiments a motivating force has been the possibilit y of emplo ying the moon as a link il_I a cornfllulIication svstefll l)et\Veell 1)OiIlts 011 the earth. The successful transmissioii of cw ('ode was uirst. reported b y Sulzer et al. [11 2 in 1952 Optical experiments Over many decades leave given a fairl y comprehensive picture of the major geographical features of the mooie, arid the general impression received is that the moon's surface is highlv irregular. It is therefore natural to think of it as a rough scatterer, anti since the intensity of illumination across the (lisk appears effectively constant, the fllOOIe has l)een characterized by astronomet's as a ''rough surface'' at optical waveleligt Its. B y this it is implied that the scattering properties of the Ifloon cati be explained in terns of a surface having a statistically uniform roughness whose scale is the order of a waveletigt Ii.
When radar reflections were first observed, it seemed reasonable to expect that t hiese results could also be explained h)V a rough scat teeing theory. Thus, in discussing the U.S. Signal Corps experiments, DeWitt and Stodola [:3] assumed without (luestion that the moon could be treated as rough, amid their anal ysis of thee shape and nit etisitv of the echo I)lllSes was then based ott a unifornilv illuminated (amid reflecting) disk. Similarly, in 1951 Kei'r and Sheaiti [4] , using pulses of a millisecond or longer, ('omicluded from thet'ir returns that ''thee mooti is a tough reflector at this frequenc y (20 \Ic) cititl hence l)I'('sttmfla l)l y at all hi ighiei' freq tieiicu's. '' TI ic saDie ('olicluSion was also reached b y Browne et al. [5] in 1956 fi'om a St tid y of thee echo at 120 Mc with :30-niilhisc'coiid (msee) pulses, and it was not 11111 ii shiom'ter pulse leiigt Its caine into use t heat thee validity of rough scat teeing theories was seriousl y questioned. lit was theemi found that most of thee rt't uric at radar wavelengths comes fm'om omil y a small portion of thee lunar surface, an(l in a summar y paper published in 1957 Lovell [6] stated that ''recent experiunetits have shown the 'uniformly bright' conclusion to be erroneous."
From an examination of pulse shapes such as those obtained by Yaplee et al. [7] , thee present nut hors felt that a scattering process similar to heat for a smooth bod y would explain the clomninatit feel tures of thee ret urns. Titus, in 1958, a scott erilig theory was proposed [8] in which the staitin ' point' was the idea of a body which is essentially smooth as regards its radar scattering propeities, and to take into account the existence of several scattering areas, the term "quasi-smooth" was applied to the lunar surface. In this paper we shall discuss the theory at some length and, in so doing, attempt to clarify those steps which, to judge from. criticisms received, would appear to have caused difficulty. The fact that more experimental data has become available since the theory was originally propounded also enables us to place some of the conclusions on a somewhat firmer basis, while amending others.
Fading Phenomena
In radar returns from the moon, two distinct types of fading are apparent. The more rapid fading has a period of only a few seconds and was first observed by DeWitt and Stoclola [3] , and later by Kerr and Sham [4] who attributed it to the moon's libration. This has since been confirmed by Evans et al. [9] from a consideration of the diurnal variation in the fading rate. The second type of fading has a much longer period (as much as 20 to 30 mm) and is most clearly seen in results of experiments at the lower frequencies. It has been shown by Murray and Hargreaves [10] that these fades are consistent with the Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization produced by the earth's ionosphere. This explanation is now well accepted, but in view of the importane of the longer period fades in connection with the scattering process at the moon's surface, it is necessary to consider them in rather more detail.
Faraday Rotation
'When a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave passes through an ionized medium in the presence of a magnetic field its plane of polarization is rotated. For a linearly polarized signal which is directed towards the moon, the polarization is first rotated on passage through the ionosphere anti then, after reflection at the moon with an appropriate phase change, the polarization is again rotated on returning through the ionosphere. As the ionosphere changes, so will the rotation, and this in turn will produce a variation in the level of the signal received with an antenna of fixed linear polarization. Given a sufficient period of observation, the signal will pass through a maximum and this will occur at the same instant of time as would a minimum in an antenna of orthogonal polarization. In the extreme circumstance in which no depolarization took place at the moon's surface, this minimum would be a true zero and then, in theory at least, all the returned energy would be received by the first antenna.
The time between successive maximums or minimums is the Faraday rotation period and has been measured by many experimenters. 'Apart from some ambiguities it leads directly to a value for the integrated electron density along the propagation path and has been used for this purpose by, for example, Browne et al. [5] .
Fading Minimums
The above facts are relevant to the analysis of data such as that obtained by Blevis and Chapman [11] . Using a cw system operating at a frequency of 488 Mc, the signals scattered back by the moon were received with two orthogonally polarized antennas, antI samples of their data are displayed 3 in figure 1. it will be observed that when one polarization is at a maximum, the orthogonal pola.rization is at a minimum, and we have seen that this is a natural consequence of the Faraday rotation. More remarkable, however, is the ratio of the maximum to minimum signal levels, which is found to be approximately 16 db [12] . A ratio as large as this is not compatible with scattering from a rough surface. Any rough surface serves to depolarize the incident field, and for a surface on which bumps are placed whose magnitude is of order one-half wavelength, the depolarization effect will be almost complete; the returns received with two orthogonally polarized antennas will then differ by only a few decibels independently of the polarization of the transmitted field. In view of the large ratio found in the case of the moon, it can now be concluded that as regards the major sources of the scattered energy, the scattering is akin to that from a smooth surface; and in particular, the surface cannot possess a large number of (contributing) irregularities whose magnitude is comparable with the wavelength.
Although these conclusions have been reached by a study of the returns in two orthogonally polarized antennas, the same argument can be applied to the signal received on one linear polarization alone. l.f the maximum signal level is compared with the minimum (received at a later time), and if the interval of time is the Faraday rotation period, the ratio is again a measure of the roughness. In this respect at least, the ionosphere has a desirable effect in enabling us to dispense with one of the receiving antennas.
An Experiment
To emphasize the argument outlined above, an experiment was carried out in the laboi .atory using a sphere possessing bumps. The diameter of the sphere was lox and the size of the bumps was of the order of X. A picture of the sphere is shown in figure 2 and some of the results are given in figure 3. These can be summarized as follows:
Relative scattering cross section in decibels U5'5' VH
The cross sections for the perturbed sphere were averaged over 60° in aspect.
,t. S tween the polarizations is no more than 6 dli The measured difference decreases with decreasing size of l)umps until the bumps become small compared with the wavelength. Accordingly, if the moon were a sphere covered with wavelength bumps, the ratio of the maximum and muuinluilh signals in the Faraday rotation periO(I voulcI not excee(l (about) 6 db. This is in marked contrast to the ratio which is act uallv observed.
Double Fades
The question of double fades is not directly connected with t lie development of our theory, but it may be of interest to discuss the matter here.
At the XiItIi General Assembly of URSI at Boulder, Colorado (September 1957), Chapnian pointed out that in his moon ret urns he sometimes ol)tained mininluins occurring simiiultaneously in two orthogonally polarized receiving antennas. These phienoniena were termed ''double fades'' and can be observe(l in tile saniple records shown in figure 4. They were discussed in some detail at the Assembly, and 1)0th there and in later meetings were felt to violate the conservation of energy. This, however, is not so, and indee(l double fades can be reproduced in the laboratory.
To explain the origin of these fades, we first employ a statement of the conservation of energy. For me fixed aspect of target, for a give!! transmitter polarization a, inul for all receiver polarizations 3, the equation cT(a,f + CT (a,+)=constant (1) holds, where o-(.f,)/) is the scattering cross section when the transmitting antenna is polarized iii I lie' direction x and the receiving antenna is polarized in the direction y. Equation (1) is a direct comisequence of conservation of energy and is an identity for all (see app.). It should be noted that a a function of aspect (which can he varied by rotating the body with the transmitting and receivilig antennas fixed), this says nothing about whet tier two lilinilililIlis (all or cannot occur simultaneously in two ortliogonmully polarized 1ereiVeiS. Iiideetl, it is to be expected that for a noisvininetricaI body thiet'e will be a particular aspect such that the total hackscattered energy is a minimum, and the constant in eq (1) is then a fuiiction of aspect. If at this minimum aspect we invoke the theorem represented by eq (1), we merely find that the total jover received by two orthogonal antennas is independent of their polarization. Both o(a,) and CT(a,$+ (ir/2)) will then be small for any chosen polarization , and both may well he smaller than they are for neighboring target aspects. In this way a double fade could occur.4 It in no way violates eq (1), nor the conservation of energy, and is not an unreasonable thing to occur with a target of asymmetrical shape.
Pulse Considerations

Short Pulses
Further evidence in favor of a quasi-siiiooth moon theory is provided b y the shape of short pulse returns. When the triunsmflitte(l pulse is onl y a few nhicrosecon(Is in length, tile return appears to be dominated b y mu small number of spikes. The onset of the return is relatively sharp and the time of its occurrence is consistent with reflection from that portion of the moon which is nearest to the earth [13] . In nianv cases at least the spike which is associated with the leading edge of the l)ulSe represents tile peak pover return.
In a series of experiments using 2-isec pulses, Yaplee et mel. [71 found that each of these spikes had a width of from 2 to 4 isec and were separated in time by 2 to 4 msec. Tue close megreenhent between the width of the spikes and the transmitted l)ulse length suggests that the source of each spike is a single scattering area. If this is so, the spikes should possess a hugh pulse-to-pulse correlation amid mu narrow power spect1umi1. These have i)een determnimied l)v aplee et al. [14] , and b y measuring the alnplitU(ie of the return as a function of distance fromii the leading edge it has been shown that mull thi' first few spikes have a high correlation. Time correlation decreases with increasing (histahm(e from the leading edge and, ultililmutely, the mumimplitudes assumile a random distribution. As a further check the power spectra were also obtained and, as to be expected, were rela Ii velv m imurrow for ti ie first few spikes. The above results cannot be explained by a rough scattering theory , nor by one in which many scattering areas contribute towards every individual spike. On the other hand, a theory in which each leading spike is produced by a single scattering area is entirely in accordance with all the available data. The picture which now eiiierges has a small number of scattering areas distributed over the moon and these alone are respOflsil)le for the major features of the return. The fact that the pulse-to-pulse correlation decreases with increasing distance froni the leading edge of the return is tlieii a natural consequence of the increasing area of illumination with depth on the moon, and hence, of the increased probability of two scattering areas contributing simultaneously.
If the scattering areas were distributed over the entire moon's surface, the return froiii even a short pulse (0111(1 persist for as much as 11.6 msec, with the last colltril)ution coming from the areas on the limbs. Iii the early moon experiments the long pulse lengths and the low transmit ted powers made difficult an estimate of the amount of elongation, but Kerr and Sham [4] reported an observed elongation with even millisecond pulses. In recent years, however, the use of microsecond pulses has made the actual elongation apparent, and it is now accepted that the bulk of the return is produced by only a small portion of the moon. rrh i us Trexier [2] has observed that 50 percent of the power coiiies from the first 5 miles of (lepth or a circle omily 105 miles in radius. This is almost exactly one tenth the radius of the moon. The iiiost distant echoes seen were only 1 00 miles back. Similarly, Lovell [6] states that the main scattering takes place withiiii an area whose radius is about one third that of the moon.
It follows that the scattering areas are not minifonnly distributed over time iiioon's surface but are concentrated near to the center. The return from portions of the moon far from its center is relatively small and, for example. at timimes subsequent to time onset of the return corresponding to reflection from the limbs, the signal (in t lie rare cases when it has beeii seen) is down by 30 to 35 (lb fromim that produced by the main scattering areas. Iii fact, it is onl y with ra(lars such as those at Millstone Hill and .Jodrehl Bank that the d ynamic range has been sufficient for he limmib return to be (Ietected.
Long Pulses
If time length of the transmitted pulse is increased, time character of the return is chmange(i. Imlstea(l of a few mimajor spikes superimflpose(1 upon a rough but decreasing background, there now exists a progressive buildup in the return. Given the existence of scatt erumg areas it is to be expected that as the pulse length increases the maximum level of the return will also increase due to time simmiultaneous illuniiiiation of more and more areas. On time other hand, because of the coimceiitratioii of these areas near the center of the moon, the increase cannot continue indefmmmitely, and milt imnately a pulse lengt Ii is reached at which t lie power return is time same as that ohtaimied with cw. This behavior is indeed found. With a long transimmitted pulse time leading edge of the return is still sharp and again corresponds to scattering from that portion of time moon which is nearest to the earth, but while this area is still being illuminated time return from the next scattering area comes in and interferes with the first. As time progresses more returns appear, and these will interfei'e to produce a variet y of peaks which are superimposed upon an increasing background level. This will continue for a tinie equal to the transimmitted pulse length, or until the ew ret urn has been achieve(l, whichever is the sooner. With increase of time beyond the transmitted pulse lemigt hi, t lie level of the return decreases and disappears into mioise after (about) 200 sec. In a return of this t ype all the peaks other thami the first must be attributed to imiterferemice.
As stated above, an increase iii the pulse length is usuall y accommipammied by au increase in the peak power return. Conversel y, a decrease ill the pulse length is geimemally reflected by a decrease in the return, amid this leads to the concept of inodlulation loss. The modulation loss was first introdueedl by Trexler [2] and is essentiall y a nieasure of time reduction in time peak power m'eturn when using flumite pulse lengths, as compared with the level of the cw return. Based upon man y experiments at different frequencies using a variety of pulse lengths, Trexler hits determined values foi' the loss. These have beemi communicated 1w Youmaims [15] and show a muodumlation loss that increases from 1 (11) for a pulse length of 200 psec, through 8.5 db at 30 Lsec, and 17 db at 10 psec, to 22 + 2 db at 2 sec. Time nwumber of points is not enough to describe the precise variatioim at small pulse lengt his, but it would appear that time loss is effectivel y constant for pulse lengths less than approximimatelv 5 tsec. With h)ulses of thus duration, the contribution fromim the first scattering area is isolated from the rest. In commtrast, pulses of 300 jsec are suthejemit to realize time 1)eak cw return.
Scattering Areas
In order to estimmiate time miuuiibem' of immajor scattering areas two different methods are avaihui)le. Time first of these consists of merel y counting time larger peaks in a short pulse ret urn. Wit hi t his approach tIme miumul)el' Ol)taifledl lies sommiewhere betweemm 20 amid 30, but inaccuracies do arise because of interference between signals from scattering areas in the same ammnulai' regions of time moon. In other words, a one-to-one com'respondence between peaks and seat t ering ai'eas miimuv not exist for all portions of a ietumnmed pulse.
The secon(l method is basedl 111)011 time llio(hullat ion loss and involves a dletmuled examination of time 1)0ver levels use(l. To begin withi we memmmark that the immeasured values for time mimodulo t ion loss were found b y restricting the tinmes of observmmt ion to ones at which an appreciable signal is meceivedi. Such a stateimment has man y ranmificat ioims and not ommlv immil)lies good propagation cOlm(lit iOns, but a straight average over tune. Thus, time ew level which is emploved as a refereimce is an average over I imime for those periods at which a large return appears. This level exceeds the one corresponding to random excitation of the various scattering areas.
As regards the pulse returns, the power level used is the average over pulses of the maximum for each. With ver y short pulses (2 to 5 sec, say), this average is merely the return from the first scattering area. As the pulse length increases more areas are illuminated, but with short pulses at least the average peak level is almost tilat appropriate to in-phase addition of the individual returns. Naturall y , the amount by which it falls below the in-phase level increases with increasing pulse length, hut because the scattering areas are not large in numl)er, this difference never becomes more than (about) 7 db. In consequence, the average peak level remains considerably above the level cOlTeSponcling to random excitation. The figure 7 dl) was obtained from results at 201 and 915 Mc using millisecond pulses [16] and represents time difference bet weeli the largest signal observed and the mean level ill the sense described above. It is natural to imagine that this large return occurred when the individual signals were precisel y in-phllise, and the assumption that this was so provides an estimate for the number of milajor scattering areas. For this purpose we assuimme that each scattering area gives rise to a signal of tile same magnitude and, in addition, that tile peak return from a 2-,usec pulse conies from a single area. All the areas together then produce mm peak (or in-phase) return which is 22+7=29 dl) larger than that froimm one, in(licating that there are 28 areas in toto. Time result is in good agle('mllelIt with that Ol)tained b y direct counting of spikes, and this is in spite of till' inaccuracies inherent iii both mmmetimods. A more detailed discussion of tile subject is out of place here, but the above lirginmients are tile basis for our present belief that the nulliber of mnaJOl scattering areas is between 20 and 30.
No statement has yet been made about the physical nature of the scattering areas . Altimougim much work remains to be (lone ill this connection, some information caim be obtained I)y au eXtellsiOlm of time above analysis. If the modulation loss curve is modified in such a way as to give results appropriate to ill-phase addition, it is possible to estimate time variat IOfl ill tile total number of scattering areas ill an aim 1111111 r iegioim for which time slope of the mean lunar surface changes by a fixed amoumit (for example, 10) horn time tangent plane at time nose. It is found that the number of areas per degree of slope decreases uniforml y with increase of slope h)eyolm(l about 2°. This Occilrs in spite of the increasing area of these regions and suggests that whereas time specular areas nearest the center of time moon are portions of spherical surfaces, the areas further back are possibly craterlike. As the depth increases tile decreasing probability of finding surfaces suitably alined 15 tile reason why time level of a short pulse return falls below its peak by 30 or more decibels after 600 jsec (approx) from the onset of the return. In effect, therefore, all the scattering areas are located within 300 sec of the center of the moon, corresponding to a depth of 30 miles.
Pulse Elongation
A direct conseciuence of tile existence of many scattering areas is the elongation of aiiy pulse returned from the moon. We have seeii that this can be as much as 600 msec and, indeed, if a short pulse return is examined, the general impression received is of a few major spikes superimpose(l 011 a rough hilt decreasing background. This background will he called a "tail" and its general features are the same for pulses of any length. The peaks have already been discussed in some detail, and we shah now consider possible mechanisms which could pioduce other pulse distort ion and, iii parti(lar, gelmerate a tail.
It is first remarked t hat for a smoot ii sphere of radius a tile return from an incident pulse has a tail which is a function of botim time pulse length and the wavelength. If, for example, the pulse length is of order a and, in addition, 2ira/X has a value near to unity, tire analysis given iii [19] shows that a tail will persist with appreciable amplitude for a considerable length of time. For a body wineim has many scattering areas it is to be expected that tue relevant dimension is the size of the scattering areas, and if this is now comparable with the wavelength, each individual return niay well possess a tail. Tile precise amount of tail will (lepell(l U0l1 time type of scattering object, i)ut since the dimensions of the major scattering areas on time surface of the moon are almost certainly measured in tells (or hundreds) of wave-lengths, this effect is unlikely to be significant. In practice, there are many other effects whichi are almost certainly more important. Any roughmimess of the lunar surface will produce a residual signal and, in addition, pulse degradation will be caused by differential action on the frequency components by the propagation medium (for example, time Faraday rotation is frequemicy dependent). Finally, there is the limited receiver bandwidth to be considered. In most of time experiments tile bandwidth i1as been less than tile optimum for tile pimlse length, and, mathematically at least, this could be time source of a large amount of tile tail. Taking, for example, time experiments carried out by Yaplee et al. [7] using 2 isec pulses, a straightforward calculation shows that the bandwidtii of 350 kc could generate a tail wimich only decays to 6 percent of the peak after 16.7 isec. Under these circumstances, a detailed (hscussiorm of the tail contributions is somewhat academic.
The Measured Power Return
In time last few years many measurements have been made of the transmission loss in radar scattering by the moon, and froln these results time scattering cross section can be obtained. Time quantity of data is imow increasing rapidly, amid! time results whicim are available at this time are listed in table 1. The cross sections are there expressed as fractions of ira 2 with a=1.74X106 m. It will be recognized that ira2 is till' cross section of a perfectly conductimmg spimere whose radius is that of tile moon. In interpreting the data an essential factor is the pulse length. Whereas tile measurements at 3,000 Mc were carried out with pulse lengths of 5 and 2 usec, all tile others were based on an analysis of cw (or very long pulse) returns, and this aCCOUIItS for the significantly lower values in (i) and (ii).
Of tile above values of o, the first was obtained by Hey aiid Hughes [17] of the Royal Radar Establishment at a frequency of 3,000 Mc using 5-sscc pulses. The second is due to Yaplee et al. [7] of tile U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, and is for 2,860 Mc with 2-scc pulses. Tile third ali(i eighth were found by Aaroiis et at [16] of the Air Force (t ambridge Research Center using millisecond pulses at frequencies of 915 and 201 Mc, respectively. Tile fourth measurement was made by Blevis and ( 1liapmaii [11] of tile Defence Research Telecommwiications Establishment at a frequency of 488 \Ic using a cw system, and the fifth is also a cw result obtained by Fricker et al. [18] of Lincoln Laboratory with a frequency of 413 Mc.
The sixth and twelfth values were found by Leadabrand [19] of tile Stanford Research Institute using millisecond pulses at frequencies of 400 and 100 \Ic, respectively. The seventh is due to Trexler 121 of tile U.S. Naval Research Laboratory all(l has been deduced from his si ateinent t lint tile cw transmission loss is 258 db when calcula ted on tile i)a sis of isotropic transmit. t ilig and receiving antennas. Tile two values given for u ill (vii) and (ix) arc for a moon at perigee 11 [21] of Jo(lrell Bank with a pulse leiigtil of 30 msec at a frequency of 120 Mc, and is a refinement, of that originally nieasiited I)y Browiie ct al. [5] .
In iulditioii to the above there is a ''summary mcii 511 leflIell t '' \Vhli('iI indicates tile general dependemice of tile crOsS section 015 wavelellgthl . Fiom a review of tile (Iota available to him, Tmexler [2] NOTE ADDED IN PROOF: We have been informed by Dr. Chapman Iliat a more detailed study of their data has increased their value for the cross section of the moon to 5X 102 ga'. Tb is has the effect of making still hetl er the agreenient betxr cii I henry iiii i experirilent (see fig. 5 ).
states that for frequencies between 20 and 3,000 Mc tli average cw transmission loss increases at a. rate of 6 lb per octave, passing thlroughl tile value 258 (lb at 300 \Ic. Reference to tll(' radar equation shows that this ilflplies a cross section which is wavelength independent.
A meaningful comparison of all tile availai)le data. can onl y be carried out if tue cross sectioiis can ie reduced to those winch are appropriate to a common pulse lengt Ii. It will i)e observe(l that most of tile values for o were obtained from either cw or long pulse experiments, and as such the y represent the power contributed b y many scattering areas. To discuss the properties of a single scattering area, it is necessary to know tile power associated with one area alone, and this is only the peak retuiii in tile cast' of ver short. pulses. It. would clearly be desirable to confine tile anal ysis to data winch was act imallv obtained with pulses of this length, but since the number of these experimeilts is still very small, we are forced to make use of all available data. To do this, ''correct ion factors" are applied to tile scattering cross sections to reduce them to tile values for microsecond pulses. Using Trexler's figure for the modulation loss associated with a pulse of (luration 5 isec or less, the modified data is then as follows:
(i) X=O.10 in, sr=4X10 4 ira2
(ii) X= .14 rn =3X 10-ira2 These results are interpreted as tile scattering cross section of the first scattering area, and are plot ted ill figure 5. Unfort unatelv it is difficult to estimate t heir accuracy. Even with tile original data the probable error is not always known, 1)tIt where it is it has been Ilote(1 in tal)le 1. It is seen that. a t ypical error is + 3 (lb. In addition to these inaccuracies there are those which ale inhierelit in trying to deduce the results of a short puis' experiment from a long pulse or cw measurement. lit tile aI)sence of mnoie definite imifoiniatiomi. we hlave therefore associated an uncertaint y of + 3 db with all tile niodified data, a.iid have denoted these limits by arrows ill figure 5 . It would seeni likely that this is nit underestimate, I)ut mwvert lieless t he coilsist('llcy of the results gives added fait Ii in both the original dat a and in Trexler's measurement of t lie mod tilatioii loss.
Theoretical Considerations
'h'o 01) toni a. theoretical ('xi) ression for I hi(' ('ross se(tiOii of the first scat t('riilg area, it is necessary to know the l)ilVsical shape ol I lie scatterer 1111 ( assumed that the return from this area is a specular contribution, but the suggestion has been made that facets, or even couiehke project ions, siloul(1 also be considered as sources of ret urn. To allow for this possibilit y , a formula for tile (loss section will now be derived of suflicient geuieialitv to embrace 5ev-('cli I I vpes of ScOtt erer.
Basic Formulas
Let us consider first a perfectl y con(lucting h)Odv of aibitrarv convex shape on which a plane wave is iulci(leflt . It. will ie assulne(l that tue receiver is in tue far field of the bod y rega rde(l OS a scat t erer.
Since the bod y is perfectl y conducting, tue refleci011 coefficient is iiilitv, 1111(1 tile leading term ill the as y mptotic expansion of tile cross section for small wavelengths is given by geometrical opti('s. If tile bo lv has no corners or facets perpell(licula I to Poviiting's vector, the geometrical optics cross secion is wa velengtli iil(lepeliden t and is simply
where R and 112 are tue principal radii of curvature of the specular legion. For backseat tering, the center of tue spetiiam region is tilat point oui tile bod y which is uieaiest to tile receiver. Iii the p111tH-ular case iii winch R = 112 = a, eq (2) reduces to a=7ra2,
which will he recognized as the cross section of a perfectl y conducting sl)ilere of radius a. If the bod y is not smooth aJi(l convex, i)ut is still perfectly cowlucting, other port ions ma y contribute towards the scattering cross section, and while small scale irregularities will not be considered, an y large scale perturbation must be taken into account. Falling into this categor y is a corner reflector or large flat area, the cross section of which is A (4) wilere A is proportional to the square of the area. For positions of the receiver in the direction of peak return, A is essentially wavelength independent. rFlle equivalent structure on the surface of the moon could be a smooth Inouiitaiii face takeii either by itself (to give a flat area) or in combination with the level lunar surface (to produce a corner reflector). Because of the narrow beamwidth, it seems unlikely that such a scatterer could provide a significant contril)lIt iou to the act ual moon's ret urn over any range of aspects, hut in the interests of generality the I)OSsibilitv will not be exclude(l.
A second type of structure is a conelike projection of small included angle (the lunar equivalent might be a mountain peak), an(l the cross sect ion of this is (5) where 1' is iiidependeuit of the wavelength. If both t ypes of scatterer are present on the bod y , tile total (IOSS sect ion call he writ t en imi the form It will be appreciated that in writing (town eq (6) we have neglected interference between tile individual scat .t erers. In its application to tile fllO011, t lie ((iluatioll is onl y require(i ill tile anal ysis of tile leadimlg part of tile l)ulse, and to coiitiibuite towards this part all tile relevant, scat terers must lie iii tile SOflIC general area. The iiterfereuuce whicil t lien exists will silow li i) as a Ihiict uat ion iii tile poweu level of illdividual pulses as a fuiict ion of aspect. Since no flueuatioui appears Wilicil (11.li bd attributed to this effect., it. seeiiis likel y tilat omme t ype of scatterer and, uloreover, oiulv one scatterer of that t ype, is responsible for tile major coiitribumtiomm towards t he leading part. of the pulse. Accordingl y , if tue cross sect iou imi eq (6) is compared wit Ii tile experimental (ha to, we siioulcl expect to find that one of A, B, amid (1' dominates tile otiler two.
Fnfortuumatel y , eq (6) is not immediatel y appli-(able to the anal ysis of the (Iota. In tile first place, he moon is not perfectly couiducting uior is it likely to be homogeneous. In addition, inamiy of tile cxpeliments ila%e been carried out using beamwi(ithls wilicil do not alwa ys illuminate tile whole moon aiicl, fijiallv, there is the near-zone effect. As pointed out iii reference [8] tile distance l)etween tile earl ii and the moon is substantiall y less than 4ira 2 /X, wilere a is lie moon's rad ills, SO that an y ucce iveu on the ia It h Vill necessaril y be within tile near zone of the moon regarde(l as a seat terer. The effect, if any, of these ('Oli(litiOiiS upon the scat (cling cross section will now i)e coil 5i(lc l('(l.
Near-Zone Effect
After it was appreciate(l that the earth is in the flea r zone of the moon at all freq lielicieS which will i)eflet rate the ionosphere, Dr. V. 11. Weston of this inborn tor y ohtauie(l the leading ter1ll iii tile small wavelength expalisioli for tile cross se(ti011 of a i)eifect lv conduct mg sphere with transmit tel and re(e iver bra ted a rl)it rnrilv Taking the transmit tei' to be a 1)oint source at a (listance i frOfli the nearest point oti tile surface of I lie sphere and the receiver at a (list aiice 2 from the same poi itt and iii tile same (Ii icc t ioi i Weston's anal ysis [221 vieids a cross section
where a is tile radius of tile sphere. There are now two distinct cases that can he treate(l. If the trailsmit ter amid tile receiver are at the same position so (lint r1 =r2 (=r, sa y ), eq (7) becomes
which is therefore the cross section of a sphere for a rniismnit tel and receiver near to tue sijiface and also the cross section of an iiifiiiite flat plate for a tramismnitter and receiver an ywhere, and when aK Kr, eq (8) gives 0 = ira2.
A second set of results cail be deduced froiii eq (7) when tue incident field is a plane wave. B y taking lie lunit of (7) as r1 -( it is sufficient t lint r1> > a, r). we have 0=41r (ar2Y (9) 1111(1 for (1>>!, 0 = 4irr, which (hithels b y a factor 4 front the corresponding result for spherical wave iliti mina (ion. Of course. when 12>> a, '1 (9) redu(cs to shower that the same fornmulit gives (lie scattering cross section which would ie obtaine(i with pulses of any length. These results have an obvious interpretation in terms of the cross sect ion of t Ite specular area, and in order to realize the full cross section it is onl y necessar y for the iiiciclent field to cover t Ii is pait icular area. In consequence, the ben iii widt ii can be appreciai)lV less than the angle sul)teilcled b y the sphere without affecting tile peak ret urn. loreover, because the moon's return is given b y a finite number of scatt ('ring areas, we need onl y illuiiiiiiate these to obtain the total power return, a mid since t lie ameas are confined to a region about 500 itules in extent, a beaiiiwidtii of approxiiiiatelv 8 mm of arc should be sufficient to realize all tile available power.
Reflection Coefficient
The formulas \vhich have i)eemi oi)tained SO far only apply to perfectl y conducting bodies, iiii€l we shall 110w consider the eflect of taking into account the material constants of the body.
For a bod y which is not perfectl y conducting but is composed of a homogeneous isotropic miiat.erial, tile leading terni in the small wavelength expansion differs front the optics cross section b y a factor which depends 111)011 the elect romnagmietic constants of the surface an(l is, in fact, the power reflection coefhciemit Jf2• Iii the case of h)nckscat tering fromii a flat h)late or specular area, tile miiaxiiiiumn ret urn occurs at normnnl imi(ideiire, and Simi(e t lie (hilIleIlsiOlis of t lie Scatterer are large coiiipared with t lie vavelengt hi, t lie reflection coefficient is tue same as for an infinite slab of t he mat eriab If it plamie electromiiagmietic wave is incident norniallv 011 S11(hi tt slab),
i+/(+; ) /2 € (l€2 (see, for exi mph', reference [23] ) , vhiere €, ii. and • a ic the periiiittivity, lieriiieai)ihitv, 1411(1 colI(huctivit y, mespectivel y, of the material. The subsciipt ''0'' denotes the sanie quantities for fiee splice 1111(1 w is the frequenc y . Rat ioiial ized miiks units a me emnploed with it time (lei)emiiieiire cxl) (-'-'t) -If tue mimat erial is priniarilv dielectric ill behavior at t lie releva mit frequencies (as seem ns probable for the moon) , then 1111(1 u= ira2 in a greenicilt with eq (3)
The lii0vc anal ysis shows that for iw ihiiiiiiiiiitioii the lending term ii (lie expansion for the cross section of a sphere is irO 2 for hot hi phiiie and spherical waves, and is iidepeiiden t of t lie posit ion of t lie receiver providing its (list 0 tice from the sphere is large coinpaied vithi the radius. lii reference 122] it is niso In the case of scattering l)v a conelike projection, the reflection coefficient (ailliot be obtained from a consideration of normal incidence on an infinite slab, but from a stud y of the complete optics solution for a cone of imperfect conductivity, the corresponding expression for 111 2 is fount! to have the sammie wavelength dependence as appears in eq (11) . Although the coefficients are no longer given b y eqs (12) In order to apply this result to the aiialvsis of the data, it is necessary to assume that d and d' are independent of wavelength. For the material of which the moon's surface is composed it seems reasonable to assume that , , and s do not vary rapidl y as a function of fre(Iuencv, and the expression for J?1 2 can themi be used providing the material of the first specular area cnn be regarded as hioniogeneous. In particular, there is no requirement that the whole moon should be effectively homogeneous.
Comparison With the Data
The experimental data for the scattering cross section of the first specular area will now be used to (leterlflille the most probable values for tile constants which appear in eq (14). in t.his way it is possible not only to determine the dominant type of scatterer which is responsible for the return, but also to obtain information about the material of which the scattering area is composed.
Least Squares Analysis
Over the range of wavelengths for which tile data. is available, the 'variation in the cross section is relatively small, and this suggests that the dominant term in eq (14) where a=1.74X10 6 m. In the range of X for which we have experimental values we find that the second term exceeds all others and for the smaller wavelength experimental points the second term exceeds oil others by at least an order of magnitude. In particular, Ad is both small and negative, and can therefore be neglected. Since d^0, it follows that A can be taken zero, and this rules out tile possibility of facets making a major contribution towards tile measured values of . In addition, Cd' is extremely small, and although this does not determine that C itself is negligible, it does enable us to remove a further wavelen gth dependence from the formula.
for o' .
By repeating the least squares analysis using only the X° and X2 terms, it. is found that Bd=4.O4XlO 1 Xira2 (15) (Bd' + Cd) = 2.37 1 0' 5 X ra2 dimensionless. (16) Tile specular area still provides the dominant contiibut ion and since imeither Bd' nor Cd can be negative, time effect of any conelike projection is smaller by at least a factor of 17 for X<1 m. On tile other hand, no argument of this type can distimiguish between the return from such a projection an(l the conductivity effect of tile first specular area. As previously remarked, a variation in amplitude in the leaching part of pulses could in(licate the existence of more than one scatterer, but the fact that no variation exists only precludes tile possibility of two or more scatterers giving comparable returns, in the present case we have already seei that the specular area easily outweighs all the other scatterers, and on the ground that a single scattering object. provides the most attractive picture, tile assunipt.iomi 'ih1 be made that C can be neglected.
It. should he noted that the presence (or absence) of ally coimelike contribution in no way affects the value of Bd.
The above assumption implies that the leading part of a pulse comes from a single specular area, and since the scattering cross section is then =irR 1R 2 R I 2, ( 17) u is imicreased by a factor a, 6, and s are increased by the same amount. Taking a to be, for example, 1.4, we now have where R and R2 are the radii of curvature, the lack of any appreciable pulse-to-pulse variation now suggests that tile niagtiitudes of R and R2 are the same for every specular area which is responsible for the return. The only radius which appears to have an a priori probability of occurring is the moon's radius itself. It is therefore assumed that both radii of curvature are equal to the mean lunar radius, and while this must remain a possible source of error, an alternative choice of radii is discussed in section 7.3.
Replacing R 1 and 112 by a, the cross section becomes o= ira2IRI2
in agreement with that used in reference [8] . From eqs (15) and (16) we then have
with d=4.04X 10 and d'=2.37X 10-s rn-2, and the corresponding curve is plotted in figure 5.
Electromagnetic Constants
Tile electromagnetic constants of the material of which the specular area is composed cais be calculated The two sets appear 1)ecause of the ambiguity in sign in taking tile square root of a'. Aesthetically at least, it is more pleasing to select that set for which the ratio exceeds its value for free space, and this is the second of those given above. We note in passing that only a preliminary version of the first based on seven experimental points was given in references [8] and [24] . 
Discussion
Over the range of wavelengths from 0.1 to 2.5 In the variation in the measured cross section is relatively small but is accurately reproduced by the wavelength dependence of the formula for R I 2. In the authors' opinion, this variation is significant and implies a small (but nonzero) conductivity for the material of which the specular area is composed. On the other hand, Purcell [25] has pointed out that a cross section which is wavelength independent can be chosen to fit the data to within +3 db. A cross section of this type would be represented by a line parallel to the abscissa in figure 5 and would imply either a material of zero conductivity or one whose con(luctivity varied inversely as the wavelength. For this frequency range at least, the cross section would be approximately 3.5X 10 m2.
Purcell has also suggested that in eq (17) the radii of curvature should be about a tenth of the lunar radius, thereby increasing R I 2 by a factor of (approximately) 102. This now agrees with the reflectioii coefficient of certain dry sands on earth, and even with z=p the resulting permittivity is increased to I.56.
Unfortunately, the decreased radius of curvature has several unpleasant consequences. In a short pulse return from the moon, the second major peak is similar to the first in all important respects. To a soniewliat lesser extent, this is also true of the third and fourth peaks and, in particular, the power levels do not differ appreciably. Purcell's picture thiemi requires that each peak be produced by a region whose radii of curvature are less than that of the lunoid. Instead of a single bump in the center of the mooii, we are now forced to l)ostulate a series of undulations of amplitude a/10, and these have to extend over a considerable portion of the lunar surface. It seems unlikel y that such a system of (smooth) undulations would have escaped detection in lunar photographs.
If, on the other hand, the radii of curvature are equal to the radius of the moon, the low permittivity may have to be accepted, though tile possibility that i exceeds should still be borne in mitid. However, the authors are not as yet convinced that a relative permittivity as low as 1.1 is necessarily inconsistent with a solid material in the environnieiit of time moon, and feel that selected powders might. conceivably fit the l)ill.
Conclusions
The theoi'v of a quasi-smooth moon was arrived at froni a study of many sets of experiiiiental data, and it is felt that the pulse shapes and po s 1 returns can be satisfactorily explained on this basis. It is found that the major scattering areas are cOnrentrlite(l iieal' to the center of the 1110011, and their total iiuiiiher appears to be approxiiiiately 25. An i,idication of tiieim (listli1)lmtioll (all also l)e obtained, but no atteiiipt has been mlla(le to associate these areas with iml(livi([ual feat ures on the moon. There is clearl y scope for fiirtliei' voi'k iii this cotiiiect iOn.
The area nearest to the earth provides a specular return, and if pulses of short (lilcatioll ale ellIj)loved, this return shows up as a j)eak which ('au In distinguished fi'oni the reuiiiuiidei of the pulse. Onl y a scattering process of this tyI)e (0111(1 pI'o(ltice the high pulse-to-j)IIlse ('Orrehut iou and the lack of wavelength dependence obsei'ved in the leaduig peak. It SeeIll5 l'°' that the a(IjaceIit scat t erimlg areas are also specula I ill charact em', but flO stat einemit is yet possible about the areas as a whole.
The po'ei level of the leading peak now determines the scattel'illg cross sectiOii of the area nearest to tile eai'tii, 011(1 this iii tuiii specifies the elect romagnetic couistnimts for the niatei'ial of which the area is ('()IiIpOSC(l.
sing the iiieasiii'eil p0'i i'etui'ns at a variety of difiei'eiit wavelengths the ratios of permit I ivitv to pei'iiieability an(l conductivity to perineal)ility for the surface hOve beeii found. The values are siiialler than expect 'd, 1)ut. are not iiecessarilv inconsistent with certain powdered iiiaterials ill the ellviroflhiletlt of the lilOOn. Tn tl)i5 connect iOn, laboratory expeiiiiieuit 5 ll1l(lel' vacuiimii coiichit ions Will l) carried out ill tile near future to (letermnine the constants for several substances whose occlii'reflce on the 1110011 has been post uhtt ed.
The a iinlVsis l'epol't ('(1 iii this paper 011(1, in(Iee(l, the (leveioplllent of the theor y itself, were onl y 1)05-sil)le bectiiise of the expeiunental data made available to us. We therefoi'e express out' gratitude to the mnaiiv expei'iiiieiit t'i's who freel coumimunicat ed their results to us even pliol' to publicatioii elsewliei'e. Vte are also indebted to lnelmil)ers of the Radia t ion Laboratory , among whom should be mnentioiie(l R. E. Hiatt, who pei'fol'liie(l thit' experiment des('ribed iii section 3.1, 011(1 \\. E. Fenslei', who pl'OVi(le(l assistance with this tiiaiiuscript. The work (lesCl'il)e(l herein was carried out fot' the \aI ional Aeronautics and J)a('e .Adiiiiiiist lOtion llim(lel' Gi'tuti t .aG-4--59.
where I, 0, are unit vectors for a system of spherical polar coordinates whose origin is in the neighborhood 
F=MoH-N
For a receiving antenna which is polarized in the direction , where x makes an angle with sonic fixed direction, the cross section which is measured is
7(a,3) 4n.JF.j2
and this can be written in the form cos l+ N sin I2 wher' is the angle between the projection of . in the (9, ) plane atid the vector . Similarl y, for the receiving antenna which is orthogonally polarized, the cross setioii is o (a, +)=4idM sin -N cos and hence
u(a,)+c(a,+)4M1 2 +INI 2). (Al)
For a fixed tramisinitted field and for a fixed location of the receiving antennas, the righit-hand side of this equation is at most a function of the aspect of the body (which can be changed b y rotating the body keeping the antennas fixed). In particular, it is iiiclependent of 2 (and therefore $), and in consequence it holds for all receiver polarizations.
If the receiving antennas are not in the far field, only a trivial modification of this l)rOOf is required.
The field component L' must now be retained, and the equation corresponding to (A.l) is then
(a, )+ (a, $+)=l i ii 4r2 (I L' I2+IM'I2+IN'I). r-4
To the first order in r this is identical to eq (A.fl BOULDER, CoLo. (Paper 641)3-5fl
